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December 2019

 Hello Nadine Riede,

Gosia Magdon

Gosia Magdon
,



November in the CityLAB brought us a lot of exchange and creativity around developing ideas for a digital and
sustainable Berlin. During the Berlin Science Week, we worked with Berliners to develop 30 Tactics for a
sustainable city in 2030, scientists discussed the hype and hope of AI, and citizens worked on concrete ideas
how AI might be used for sustainable city digitization during the kickoff AI for Berlin workshop. 

If you missed all of this, you can find pictures and results of the 30 Tactics for 2030 event here, you can listen
to the AI discussion via the RBB Inforadio Podcast, and we are looking forward to the continuation of the AI
for Berlin Workshop next year.

City Science Slam

At the first City Science Slam (which focused on digital cities), Johannes Kretzschmar (@beetlebum) was
crowned as “Slammer of the evening” based on the audience’s enthusiastic applause. You can review the
evening on the Technology Foundation's blog and experience for yourself in our pictures and the recap video
that science can indeed be very funny.

Upcoming Event Highlights
29.11.19, 14.00 - 18.00 h:   Open workshop
The next edition of our open workshop is dedicated to the construction of winterproof garden paradises that can
fit into your apartment. We’ll construct automatically irrigated beds for window sills that are equipped with light,
sensors, pumps and an Internet connection – all this so you can observe the living conditions of your favourite
plants from a distance. Berliners of all kinds are invited to learn in a hands-on fashion how to use coding and
hardware to design the future of a green city.
Free registration via bildung@technologiestiftung-berlin.de and more information here

11.12.19, 17.00 - 20.00 h:  Bündnis Digitale Stadt Berlin Information- & Networking Event 
The Bündnis Digitale Stadt Berlin is an association of civil society, research and politics that seeks to
accompany the development of the Berlin Digitization Strategy constructively and critically. At an information and
network meeting, the alliance will introduce itself, initiate a first discussion on the basics and next steps of the
digitization strategy, and strengthen the network between all interested parties and participants. Everyone is
invited!
Free registration and more information here

16.12.19, 12.30 - 13.45 h:  Lunch salon 'Öffentliches Gestalten’
Pack your lunch and come discuss approaches for a sustainable cooperation between the state and civil society
at the first Lunch Salon ‘Öffentliches Gestalten’ by Politics4Tomorrow and the network "Öffentliches Gestalten”.
Friederike Weritz from the Federal Ministry of Economics will be there as an expert to answer your questions.
Free registration and more information here

https://www.citylab-berlin.org/events/sustainablefutures2/
https://www.citylab-berlin.org/events/treffpunktwissenswerte/
https://www.citylab-berlin.org/events/AIforberlin_en
https://www.flickr.com/photos/182217318@N05/albums/72157711678648566
https://prezi.com/view/KxEqG42w1La8rEZVXTqm/
https://www.inforadio.de/programm/schema/sendungen/wissenswerte/201911/17/385668.html
https://www.citylab-berlin.org/events/cityscienceslam/
https://twitter.com/beetlebum
https://www.technologiestiftung-berlin.de/en/blog/translate-to-english-innovative-ideen-fuer-die-stadt-der-zukunft-beim-ersten-city-science-slam-im-citylab-berlin/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/182217318@N05/albums/72157711858606981
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3233737946699157
mailto:bildung@technologiestiftung-berlin.de
https://www.citylab-berlin.org/events/offenewerkstatt5/
https://digitalesberlin.info/
https://www.citylab-berlin.org/events/digitalestadtberlin/
https://www.politicsfortomorrow.eu/
https://www.citylab-berlin.org/events/mittagssalon/


Free registration and more information here

An overview of all current and past CityLAB events can be found here.

From our Exhibition
The Circular Economy stands for reusing, resharing and recycling of resources to provide sustainable alternatives
to an economy that produces large amounts of waste. Circular Berlin visualises the diverse community active in
this field with a dynamic map of organisations and projects in Berlin. The map will continue to grow and new
entries can be added at the website circular.berlin.

The CityLAB interactive exhibition gives an overview of various facets of our work.

Now also open on Saturdays from 10 to 17 h!

Address: Platz der Luftbrücke 4, Building H2rund, 12101 Berlin (U Platz der Luftbrücke) 
Exhibition opening hours: Wed-Sat, 10-17 h; free admission

Do you have any questions? Then write to us at: info@citylab-berlin.org 

We wish you a fantastic December. 

Your CityLAB Berlin Team

Pictures © Florian Reimann
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mailto:info@citylab-berlin.org
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